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There is a risk that any report becomes a list of service statistics
and achievements and the people we are here to assist can
become invisible.
So we remember that what really matters is their humanity our
clients’ stories are scattered throughout this report. When these
stories are written by the clients, and in their own words, they
are featured in green and purple frames.

Note: Names are changed to protect people’s anonymity. All stories are shared with permission.
The images in the report are a mix of staff, WSA volunteers, community members, stock pictures
and clients.
You cannot tell the difference because in all the ways that count, there are none.
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A BIEF HISTORY OF WOMEN’S SHELTER ARMIDALE
In early 1976 Judith Grieve and Betty Hall
were appalled by the lack of services for
women in crisis. They explored the extent
of the problem and approached the
Armidale ZONTA Club. As a result ZONTA
and
Armidale
Country
Women’s
Association, the New England Hospital
and several other groups started raising
funds for a women’s refuge in Armidale.
Local ZONTA member, Ms. Ruth
Sainsbury, took a year’s leave to
coordinate the project.

Shelter Armidale Inc (WSA), was officially
opened by NSW Premier, Mr. Neville
Wran.
In 1978 an additional grant was received
for salaries and operating costs, and in
September 1978 the first paid workers
were employed. A further capital grant
was received in 1979 which enabled final
improvements to the house, and to pay
on-going salaries.
In 1990 the Women’s Shelter moved into
larger premises and since 2001, has
maintained an office in the Armidale CBD.

In July 1977, the Women’s Shelter
Organisation
purchased
a
house
scheduled
for
demolition
or
removal. Local surveyor, Mr. Jim Bradley,
located a suitable block of Crown Land
and Armidale City Council agreed that for
a period of ten years, the land was rented
to the Women's Shelter Organisation for a
peppercorn rate.

In July 2012 provision of DFV and
homelessness services was opened to
competitive tendering and WSA Inc. was
the successful tenderer in the Armidale
Region.
WSA uses the operational name of
Armidale Women’s Homelessness Support
Services (AWHSS) and provides a
comprehensive suite of services from
early intervention to post crisis support.

Service Club members prepared the site
and Council donated bricks and other
materials. Students from the TAFE college
set out and laid the foundations, and the
Women's Shelter came into being. During
the period of renovations business was
conducted in a building loaned by the
University of New England. All work on
the project was carried out by volunteers,
and ZONTA negotiated a bank loan, to
assist with project costs.

WSA is funded by both Commonwealth
and NSW Governments administered
through the Specialist Housing Services
(SHS) program.
WSA services include crisis intervention,
emergency short-term and medium-term
accommodation, assistance in accessing
long-term
accommodation,
budget
information, child support services,
parenting support, advocacy, and referral,
personal development, groups, and legal
support.

In November 1977 a $25,000 capital grant
was received from the NSW and
Commonwealth Governments to cover
set-up costs. Ruth Sainsbury continued to
oversee the renovations. Commonwealth
Employment
Service
and
several
tradespersons completed the extensions
for the kitchen and bathroom.

WSA services are available to all women
and children in the community who have
experienced or are at risk of domestic
violence
and
homelessness.

By June 1978, the first residents moved in.
On the 27th July 1978 the Women’s
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THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
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Why are you on the board of WSA?
I am on the board of AWHSS as
a way of utilising my skill set to
give back to the community. I
am passionate about being a
voice for those who need it and
use the opportunity to shine a
light on the significant impact of
DFV and homelessness on
Armidale women, in order to
create positive change.
Leesa Waters

As a retired criminologist with a specialisation in
research on crime in rural communities, I am
passionate about supporting services for victims of
crime in rural places and advocating for equity in
access to justice. Being a part of the management
committee for AWHS allows me to play a part in
supporting victims of family and domestic violence in
Armidale
Dr Elaine Barclay
As a scholar of gender and social justice, I believe there
is an essential connection between my academic work
and real-world issues. Not just the transmission of the
academic expertise into organisations and institutions,
but more importantly the reverse – learning first-hand
how services working with vulnerable women in
rural/regional areas operate and the challenges they
face
Dr Helena Menih

I am on the board of AWHSS
because I want to help provide
options for women and their
children in our community who
can no longer stay in their own
home. I come from an
education background and am
passionate about the shelter
having a presence in our high
schools to help educate future
generations around domestic
and family violence.
I volunteer as a member of the WHSS Management
Josephine Crowley
Committee because I have a strong commitment to social
justice and, like many Australians, I am concerned about
our society’s rate of domestic violence, so I wish to support
I previously worked in the
the Women’s Shelter in any way that I can.
welfare sector and currently I
am heavily involved in child
I value the work done by the
protection matters. As such I
Gwendolen Johnson
Homelessness Shelter and feel
am aware of the dire need for
strongly that the services
services such as the Women’s
provided are a much needed
Shelter in our community. I am
contribution to the community.
passionate about protecting,
I volunteer because I hope that
educating and empowering
my experience in finance and
women and children and am
accounting can be of use in
privileged to be associated with
furthering these agendas and
a service who equally share this
providing care to those who
passion.
most need it.
Juliet Kaberry
Rebekah Garrett
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

It was another busy year for WSA with the added complications that COVID-19 brought us!
The staff consisted of: Manager Carolyn Burgess, Teamleader: Jillian MacLeod, Finance and
IT: Wendy McLennan and Lead Practitioner: Sam Guilbert.
I would like to thank and congratulate Wendy McLennan who has now been employed by
WSA and kept our finances on the straight and narrow for 25 years!
WSA currently has the following permanent support staff: Kristy Palmer and Chris Sky, Jess
Howarth and Kate Leese, with Kate’s contract extended this year.
Avninder Bajwa, Paula Lovegrove, Allison Barlin and Tanya Norman are casual support
workers, working as required.
The last financial year saw the resignation of several support workers: Allison Barlin, Carol
Chambers, Monica Jebet, Ruth Minkov and Stacey Weatherall.
As we have talked about in previous years, the Management Committee continue to be
planning for the future. The planning towards a purpose-built shelter has proved to be a
slow process but we are moving forward and have sought funding to assist us along the
way. Several discussions have now been had with relevant bodies and we are confident that
things will move along in the near future. The increasing need for a purpose-built facility
became more evident with the COVID-19 requirements that were implemented this year.
This year brought with it the increasing need for adaptability by the community, clients and
especially our staff who were required to implement all manner of changes due to Covid –
19. The staff capably and calmly guided clients through these changes.
Once again, I would very much like to thank all staff and management committee members
for their commitment and support this year. It is wonderful to be a part of a committee
where the depth of knowledge, experience and commitment is immense.
Again, I would like to give a big thank you to Carolyn who is tireless in her commitment and
leadership that she brings to the service.

Juliet Kaberry
WSA Inc. President
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JANE FINDS HER VOICE

“Jane” was a 33-year-old woman with
hearing impairment referred to our
service by her counsellor. Jane’s NDIS
package provided Marg as an Auslan
support worker/interpreter. Having Marg
enabled Jane to start attending the
weekly Women’s Craft Group. Mixing
with new people in a safe and welcoming
environment helped Jane ease her
feelings of isolation, depression, and
loneliness.

Marg was present along with WSA staff
for community housing appointments,
legal
appointments,
making
DV
statements at the police station and
always let the shelter staff know what
Jane needed.
With Jane’s permission WSA staff were
able to access Marg when needed and we
knew that vital information would be
relayed to Jane accurately, efficiently, and
confidentially.

Sometime after Jane began attending the
craft group that she felt safe enough to
disclose the violence and coercion she
was suffering at home.

Without Jane’s NDIS
package it would have been
impossible to respond as
effectively to Jane’s
complex
needs
delivering a therapeutic and
timely response.

Marg was on hand to translate all the
necessary information for Jane and
WSA staff were able to work on a
plan to help Jane build a future
free from violence and coercion.
Throughout
this
process Marg
provided
consistent
support.

She may even have
had to remain in the
violent
relationship.
Auslan
interpreters
are rare in regional
communities and for
Jane to have this
assistance
consistently and
reliably proved
life changing and
maybe even
life-saving.

Jane’s
NDIS
package
afforded her
the ability to
reach out for
help
and
make
the
decisions she
needed
to
ensure her future
safety.

.
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MANAGER’S REPORT
2019-20 was certainly a year to
remember. Against the setting of drought,
fire, and pandemic WSA continued to
provide a wide range of services to the
community.
We are committed to
delivering client focused, strength based,
and trauma informed service backed by a
robust continual improvement process
despite the continuing impacts of these
natural disasters.

groups which promote emotional and
physical safety for participants
During the year Jess Howarth continued
her maternity leave returning part time
capacity
to
assist
with
policy
development.
In addition to these core staff we have a
dedicated group of casuals including Paula
Lovegrove and Tanya Norman with
Avinder Kaur-Bajwa joining us in April.

Many factors go into high level consistent
service provision and the most important
are our skilled and dedicated staff. The
WSA team has been flexible and able to
pivot their service provision practices
quickly to respond to rapidly changing
circumstances.

As well as gains there were losses Ruth
Minkov, Alison Barlin, Stacey Weatherall,
Carol Chambers and Monica Jebet left to
join other workplaces or undertake study.
We wish all of them well in their future
endeavors.

Against this background service provision
continued unabated.

In addition to our paid staff we have a
cadre of skilled and willing volunteers who
assist us with a wide range of tasks
including groups and one-off projects.

During this year there have been many
changes as staff left and new workers
arrived.

I want to thank our Volunteer coordinator
Gwen Johnson who makes the
involvement of volunteers in our work
possible.

My sincere appreciation goes to the
executive team Jillian MacLeod (Team
leader) and Wendy McLennan (Finances
and IT) for their support and dedication.

During the year we were assisted by
volunteers Rowena Childs and Samantha
Reynolds in a range of group work and
Jhana Allan, who volunteered at our
Walcha Young Women’s Group.

Sam Guilbert continued to ably fulfil the
Lead Practitioner role. Kristy Palmer and
Kate Leece, the two permanent support
workers, are the core of the support staff
at the shelter and have formed an
effective team.

We said a sad farewell to Catherine
Passey who volunteered as our
counsellor.

Chris Sky continued in the role of
transitional housing worker. Chris is our
longest serving permanent support
worker with a wealth of experience in
housing and groups work. Along with
Sam, Chris facilitates the Shark Cage

Juliet Kaberry, of Kaberry Family Law,
continues to provide legal support
services.
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The support WSA receives from the local
community is invaluable. The acts of
kindness of individual and groups never
fail to raise morale and replenish staff
belief in the work they are doing. Without
the backing of community, we would not
be able to provide the range of services
that we do. Zonta and St Marks Anglican
Church’s Embrace group are two key
organisations that make an ongoing
contribution.

By even contacting a service they are
often increasing their risk. We should
never underestimate this. Our aim is to
respect their story and provide what is
needed, when it is needed, as long as it is
needed and in the way that is most
effective.
The
fundamentals
that
drive
homelessness are well known, lack of
affordable housing and poverty. For
women and children, domestic and family
violence is the single biggest cause of
homelessness. Under these headline
issues sit a complex mélange of risks and
stressors.

We know no single service can address
the complex needs of our clients. A
robust and flexible service system with
good referral pathways is essential. As
part of our contribution to the service
system we auspice the Armidale Domestic
and Family Violence Steering Committee,
and are members of the Mental Health
Interagency, Armidale Interagency, Guyra
Interagency, Armidale Homelessness
Action Team, Specialist Homelessness
Services Operations Group, Armidale
Manager’s Group and the Armidale
Regional Council’s Wellbeing committee.

COVID-19 is already deepening and
broadening the homelessness and DFV
crisis. All indications are this effect will
intensify as 2020/2021 unfolds.
To react to rapidly changing needs we
need a responsive service system. A great
strength of WSA is autonomy and
flexibility. We can rapidly adapt in ways
beyond the capability of larger more
bureaucratic organisations.

I especially want to acknowledge the
collaborative working relationship we
share with Homes North Community
Housing Company. They care for the
Shelter building and manage our 12
medium term housing properties. We look
forward to a productive continuing
relationship.

We are consistently working to fulfil our
part in creating our vision of an Australia
where we are no longer required, because
there is no homelessness or domestic and
family violence.
It is an aspirational vision for us and our
children.

Finally, I want to thank the people at the
heart of this service, our clients. Our
clients are all ages and many races and
cultures, whether married or single, with
or without children and regardless of the
reason they reached out to us, they are
courageous and resilient.

I hope to see you in that future.
Carolyn Burgess
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Being homeless is very
stressful.
I am constantly worried and
upset, having no personal
space and somewhere that
is

‘Mine’

THE WOMEN’S SHELTER ARMIDALE INC.
VALUES
The challenges of 2019-20 underlined why values are essential to an organization.
They come from the staff and form something special, Women’s Shelter Armidale Inc. The
word “incorporated” is a legal structure but it also means “to unite or combine so as to form
one body” so WSA Inc while not a “person” is at least a presence and her values are those of
all of us incorporated and they guide us in our growth, our decisions, our recruitment and
the way we interact with others whether they are clients, or community members or other
service providers.
We examine these values often in meetings, in individual supervision and in our daily
practice.
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THE WOMEN’S SHELTER ARMIDALE INC.
Our mission is a journey, and we know our goals and our values. WSA actively works
towards every woman’s right to be independent and self-determining and have a life for
herself and her children free from domestic and family violence. To reach this goal we
provide a range of personal support services to empower women to achieve their full
potential.
Our primary activities are funded by the NSW Department of Communities and Justice
through the Specialist Homelessness Services (SHS) program. WSA forms a central part of
the state’s response to women and children’s homelessness in the Armidale region.
Another important part of our strategy is being an active, productive, and positive member
in the local service system and forging strong inter-service links.
The wide range of service provided by WSA is shown in the diagram below.
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THE WOMEN’S SHELTER.
The Women’s Shelter is the core of
our service provision and the service
most widely known in the
community. It fulfills a complex
array of functions as shown in the
diagram to the left.
The Women’s Shelter can house five
families. We strive to provide a safe
and homelike place for women and
15

their children to start rebuilding their lives.
The facilities include:
• one room with bathroom for clients with a disability,
• the children’s playground and the child support room,
• a large modern kitchen with two food preparation areas, and
• quiet outdoor areas for rest and reflection.

Above: The children’s outdoor play area.

Above: The Seminar room

We are constantly looking for ways to improve the shelter environment and the service
we provide to residents. We gather feedback from residents and our consultation group
and use this to improve.
The support from the local community and businesses is key to providing a nurturing
and comfortable environment.
We were fortunate enough to receive
a substantial donation from
Domino’s Pizza under the Food for
Good program. This funding was
used to purchase new furniture for
the rooms.
As a result of this grant:
• The rooms now have double beds and inner spring
mattresses
• Each room has a comfortable armchair or a small
lounge. This is a major improvement for nursing
mothers.
• We have homey comfortable dining chairs.
• The staff have chairs and a table so they can have
lunch together.
16

• The linen storage was improved with a 6-drawer
unit.
• Homes North painted the bedrooms which are now
newly furnished clean and fresh.
We also installed a washing line, storage units and a white
board in the seminar room made it a more functional and
tidier space for meetings and groups.

SIMONE’S STORY

Simone is a 49-year-old woman. She is creative and warm hearted and loves all animals.
Simone lives with an intellectual disability and long-term mental health problems
including depression and social anxiety.
Simone has narrowly escaped homelessness several times and been resident in the
shelter a couple of times. Intensive periods of support from several services enabled
Simone to sustain her tenancies and keep her safe. Simone’s intellectual disability leaves
her vulnerable to abuse; financial, emotional, physical, and sexual.
Simone dearly loves animals and knows what it is like to be lonely and have nowhere to
go so she often cares for strays. Her relationship with her animal companions combined
with property care issues contribute to her difficulties maintaining tenancies.
Unfortunately, Simone is one of our clients who is falling through the gaps in the NDIS
system. Her application for assistance has been declined and her funding under the preNDIS funding ending. This will leave Simone without any disability support service in the
future.
In the past consistent skilled disability support has helped Simone stay safe and housed
and enhanced her quality of life. We will continue to work with Simone to access
appropriate funding in the hope of avoiding future upheavals and homelessness and all
the associated personal and social costs.
17

THE BEARDY STREET OFFICE
The office at 5/108 Beardy Street is the location of our Medium-Term Housing Service and
Finance and Personnel section. The central location allows easy access for clients and
members of the public. The venue is used for client assessments, groups, in-house training
and inter-service meetings.

MEDIUM TERM HOUSING
The Medium-Term Housing program grants WSA nomination rights to twelve properties
managed by Homes North. Homes North contributes the property management and repairs
and maintenance and WSA provides tenants and their families with case managed support.
The tenants come via the Shelter or through WSA outreach. The house is always primarily
the women’s house, but couples and other adult men members are sometimes
accommodated.
We know all families are different and aim to be flexible and responsive to changing needs.
Most tenants are single women with children, but we provide assistance to all kinds of
families; grandmother, daughter and grandchild, a brother and sister, or two sisters and a
cousin. The thing of primary importance is the tenants are safe, housed and establishing
independent lives.
18

The term of most tenancies is one year. This allows time for the tenant to establish a
favourable rental reference and to address major life issues.

A WORD FROM THE SUPPORT WORKER
I have been providing Medium Term Housing Support for families and single women
over these past twelve months.
During this time, we have been affected by COVID-19. When it first it raised its ugly
head in March, I reduced my hours and worked from home. Working away from our
Beardy St office only allowed me to have minimal contact through phone calls with
on-going advocacy and emails to support services and their housing provider.
•
•
•

•

•

I missed the personal contactLike calling to their homes and being invited in to have a ‘catch-up’ and hear how
things are going for them,
And the children showing me something that they are doing or playing with, and me
giving them a back- pack with goodies inside, something just for them!
Or holding young babies, seeing how mum and baby have connected and having
chats about what it’s like having kids. This sometimes brings up reminders between
us about our own experiences and can ‘morph’ into life in general conversation.
Sometime providing occasional transport gives another opportunity for
conversations that might not take place otherwise. There is something about sitting
together going somewhere. It may not sound interesting, but I have had people
open up about something that has not been spoken about previously. A file note
does not give this kind of detail, this is about the journey.
When medium term housing is provided for clients who are pregnant, enabling them
to settle and establish a home base and a sense of some normality which is difficult
if they are in Crisis Accommodation or couch surfing in often over- crowded
circumstances with other family or friends.
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•

The achievements are real. Just this year one client has gained steady employment
after doing certificates and getting her truck licence. She has plans to work at the
’mines’ in the future. Another client is enrolled to do her Diploma in Aboriginal
Studies.
This work is an honour and at times very challenging, and I love everything about it!

The next two stories are from two medium term housing tenants and show how
consistent, responsive long-term support can help women turn their lives around.

BETTY’S STORY

I was staying at the Women’s Shelter and homeless and very stressed,
anxious couldn’t sleep and constantly worried.
I did a Transitional Housing application and when I found out I got the
property I was happy and relieved; I had a roof over my head and
something to call my own home.
It felt comfortable, I am able to look after my sisters’ kids to
give them a break. Since being in Transitional Housing I
have been thinking about a career for myself in Aged Care.

Also, my dog- if I didn’t get this place I would
have to have got her ‘put-down’ it would have
broken my heart.
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MELANY’S STORY
I’m currently a single mother of five
children and before I got offered this
house through Women’s’ Housing (sic)
I was homeless for 4 months and was
applying for Real Estate housing and
Social housing.
I was at my wits end with it all before
going and applying for Women’s’
Housing.
Not long after moving into my new
home, my baby was born. It was good
to be able to have independent
housing after staying at my sisters and
establish a home for myself and my
children again.
The kids have been able to get into a
routine and it changed their behaviour
in a big way! Having secured this place
allowed the children to have regular
meals again and my son has even
cooked dinner for all of us.
Support was provided while I was in
hospital to get me another fridge,
mine had broken down just before I
had to go into hospital.

LISTENING TO CLIENTS
In early June we formed an official client consultation group. The five members of this
group came from a range of backgrounds, some had lived in the shelter, some had not,
some had mental health challenges and others lived with disabilities, some were child free
and some were mums both recent and experienced. Ages ranged from 20s to their 50s. All
had overcome a range of challenges and could offer insight into what helped and what was
lacking in WSA service provision.
One of their first actions was providing valuable feedback on the improvements we need at
the shelter. They advocated replacing the foam mattresses with inner springs, adding
comfortable armchairs to the rooms, and ensuring all adults had a double bed. Although
meeting have been interrupted by COVID-19 we expect we will start again in late 2020 and
look forward to hearing their insights.
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COVID-19
The largest single impact on service provision in 2020 was
the advent of the COVID-19 Pandemic. WSA staff at all
levels had to move quickly to ensure clients and staff
were safe.
Without stringent infection control measures the risk of
transmission in the shelter is high. At WSA we
understand infection risk. It is a perennial issue.
We are thankful not to be in an affected area and we
are maintaining vigilance.
Several things were in our favour during this time. We
were not starting from scratch and already had strong
infection control protocols and infectious disease
guidelines.
WSA’s ability to be flexible and
responsive in-service provision is a
real strength in these times of rapid
change.
Our paperless and fully cloud based systems allow us to relocate and restart elsewhere rapidly if
needed. This was already part of our disaster plan and certainly made working from home easier.
We know the effects of the COVID-19 will play out in coming years and the experts are predicting
increased homelessness and DFV rates. We are planning accordingly.
It has not been all seriousness. In the future we may smile when we recall…
• The hand sanitiser that sprayed everywhere but your hands.
• Zoom mishaps and fumbles and OOPS …the camera was on…moments.
• And the question of how many times can you sing “Happy birthday” to yourself while
washing hands and not go mad?

GOOD360
A special mention must be given to the wonderful work done by Good 360. This charity
works with business to distribute unsold stock to community groups, schools and not-forprofit organisations.
We received a delivery of clothing items via
Good360 and Big W through their Local Store
Donation Program. We were amazed by how much
can fit on three pallets. Gwen, our volunteer
coordinator, organized volunteers, and they
assisted the unpacking and sorting.
The staff felt like Santa’s helpers as they distributed this largess to our clients.
22

Staff and volunteers sort goods

Some of the wonderful brand-new items donated to WSA via Good
360

We used these goods to:
• make Christmas packs with enough decorations to kit out a home. These are stored
for Christmas.
• Make up new baby packs for any births this year and stored those.
• We made up care packs for Mother’s Day and Chris delivered them to all our mums.
She said the women were surprised and delighted and the children were very involved in
their mother’s pleasure at receiving the gifts. Covid-19 safety protocols were observed
during deliveries.
We used our links with the local service system to ensure that the goods were delivered
to those that need them most. Armidale Family Support Service distributed goods to
families and Homes North Community Housing Company distributed bed socks to any
clients coming to their offices for
emergency assistance.
Later in the year we received another
delivery, this time of winter clothing.
The sorting and distribution were slower
this time due to COVID-19 protocols, but
we managed. Over 30 families benefited
from the goods.
We cannot thank both good360 and Big
W enough for their generosity. It has
made a huge difference in people’s lives.

PETS AT WSA
WSA recognizes that over 60% of Australian households have pets, and they are widely
considered to be part of the family. Pets are also often at risk from domestic and family
violence, and a reason that people delay leaving violent relationships.
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As the welfare of a family pet can play a key factor in a person’s decision to leave a violent
relationship and given the increased risk to pets when the family leaves violence, WSA is
endeavoring to create a space that is pet friendly.
We have worked in consultation with other pet friendly shelters, a local vet and RSPCA to
develop policies around pets and to provide accommodation for pets when no other option
exists.

Feathered and furred residents at the Women’s Shelter.

At present we can accommodate a limited number at any one time and will consider cats,
dogs, guinea pigs, rabbits, and birds.
We were just beginning on this undertaking and hoping to expand and improve our facilities
when the local Rotary club contacted us and were willing to partner in this project. We are
very grateful for this support and hope to be fully pet inclusive by 2021.

DOMESTIC AND FAMILY VIOLENCE AWARENESS.
Increasing community awareness of Domestic and Family Violence is a core goal for WSA.
During the year we participate in a wide range of activities to inform the public, and let
people know where to seek help. Although community awareness is a yearlong initiative
activities tend to concentrate around the 16 Days of Activism from the end of November to
mid-December.

THE DOMESTIC AND FAMILY VIOLENCE STEERING COMMITTEE.
A key part of WSA’s efforts to raise awareness on domestic and family violence is the
Domestic and Family Violence Steering Committee. We auspice and chair this coalition of
services and community members who work yearlong to raise awareness about domestic
and family violence.
This year their principal public activity was the Family Fun Day.
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HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS FAMILY FUN DAY.
The Healthy Relationships Family Fun Day on the 24 th of
November was well attended despite the smoky air. There
was good participation from many organisations.
At that time Armidale was in the grip of deepening drought
and on level 5 water restrictions. A dense smoke from the
bushfires pall hung over the Northern Tableands.
Families needed some fun and relaxation and a reminder
that healthy relationship are the key to resilience.

WSA raffles and
information stand
in the middle, with
bracelet
and
necklace making to
and right and the
Sun Safe Stand
with free water,
sunscreen and hats
to the left.

The jumping castle, slide and ball pit were busy from the time they started.

Local businesses were generous in donating items for the raffle. Concurrent with the event
we had a stall in the Sunday markets that sold tickets and directed traffic to the event in
Curtis Park. WSA staff and volunteers, led by Kristy Palmer, did an impressive job of
organising the day.
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WALCHA YOUNG WOMEN’S GROUP.
Another important strategy in combating domestic and family violence is educating young
women. An example of this is the Walcha Young Women’s Group which is in its fourth year
at Walcha Central School. The impact the group has had on the lives of the participants is a
testament to the skill and dedication of the staff Sam Guilbert, who ran the group, assisted
by Stacey Weatherall and Jhana Allan (volunteer).
The overarching goal is to foster positive life outcomes for a- risk girls aged from 12 to 16 by
increasing school attendance and retention and reducing bullying. The group provides a safe
and supportive environment where students can explore issues of importance and
relevance to them. The topics covered include supportive friendship, self-esteem and
confidence, managing finances, communication skills, life skills, stress and anger
management and healthy relationships.
Many group participants had experienced DFV or other trauma in the home and some were
at risk of disengaging from school. The group combines education and fun practical
activities such as sewing, preparing healthy snacks, and beading.
Feedback from the school also shows that because of the group:
• the suspensions rates reduced by 99%.
• The overall relationships between the girls in the group developed as each
individual’s self-esteem improved.
• The ability of the group to engage in discussion also improved. In the classroom, the
girls have been more able to actively engage in their learning and teachers have
registered a greater interest in levels of success of individuals.
• There has also been an improvement in the percentage of assessments completed.
The following email was received from the school after the 2019 group ended.
Subject: Re: Finish Date for Walcha Young Women's.
They have loved it Sam and we are so grateful to your team for the skills you are developing in
our girls. I have to say that this year from inception it has been the quietest year we have had
with the girls. I believe this is because of your program largely.
Bina Armstrong
Head Teacher Secondary Studies

INFORMATION STALLS
Another strategy used throughout the year to keep issues
of domestic and family violence in the public awareness is
having an information table in key areas such as the mall,
Centro or Kmart Plaza, UNE lifesaver day and other
community events.
Left: Paula Lovegrove at an information stall at UNE Lifesaver Day. .
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THE SHARK CAGE®.
Several times a year WSA runs a group called
the Shark Cage. This is an important part of our
mission to equip women with the skills to break
the cycle of repeated violent relationships.
The Shark Cage’s creator, Ursula Benstead
writes,
“All too often women who present with
symptoms of depression and anxiety have a
history of abuse. Many of these clients have had
multiple experiences of abuse often beginning in
childhood. In fact it has been found that
childhood experiences of physical or sexual
abuse render women almost twice as likely to experience domestic violence in adulthood
(Mouzos & Makkai, 2004). Women often believe that they must be to blame for abuse in their
lives if it keeps happening. The Shark Cage® framework will assist professionals and their
clients to understand re-victimisation in a way that does not blame the victim.”
Chris and Sam deliver ‘The Shark Cage’ and it is greatly appreciated by clients.
The best way to understand the effect of this group is to hear from two participants. Both
women have recently rebuilt their lives after leaving domestically abusive situations and
were very grateful for ‘The Shark Cage’ program and the new insights it has given them.
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My name is Dervia and I was a member of the Shark Cage which ended on
July 1, 20. I have to say at first I thought it was not for me and there was no
way I was going to tell these other women my problems or talk about how it
might relate to me but Sam did an excellent job and before I knew it I was
opening up and found I had a lot to learn.
That in fact I had no Shark Cage at all and never did. I now know thanks to
the teachings of Samantha that you have to look out for the signs and how
to stay away from someone that is a Shark and keep your eye out for the
ever loving dolphin.
I would highly recommend the Shark Cage program to any woman who is
not sure on how to pick a partner. I am greatly going to miss the group and
all the lovely women. Thank you Sam for helping me to build my Shark Cage
and what to look out for.
My name is Tina. Thank you so much for introducing me to the Shark Cage
mentality Sam and Chris. I wish I had been aware of this when I was much
younger and my
pre
teenage
years. And I would
have liked to have
been able to pass
this knowledge on
to my daughter,
who could then
pass it onto her
children. I am
looking forward to
a much safer life
now trusting my
instincts

GETTING READY FOR CHRISTMAS
For many people Christmas is a season of joy; but it is not for everyone. For women and
children facing homelessness, family breakdown and violence, it can be challenging,
isolating, and disheartening as well as a financial burden. Right when most services close or
reduced hours the need for services increases. Because need never stops and neither do
we. We operate 365 days a year, 24 hours a day.
Fortunately, Christmas is also a time that brings out people’s generosity. It is heartening to
see how people help others during this busy time of year. At WSA we are humbled by the
response and work hard to ensure every donation, whether goods or cash goes where it will
do the greatest good.
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An example of this wonderful generosity is the donation made by Armidale Secondary
College construction workers

Above: Manager of the Women's Shelter Armidale Carolyn Burgess with a few of the Christmas donations from Armidale Secondary
College site manager Christine Devane, project manager Joel Davie, Don Cleary and CFMEU delegate Martin Labrecque.

Workers, CFMEU and management of Richard Crookes Construction joined forces and
donated toys and gift cards to the Women's Shelter Armidale. Martin Labrecque of the
CFMEU said they asked everyone to chip in or bring a toy so that we could help the women
shelter over Christmas. Mr Labrecque commented that in construction there are a lot of
people who had to struggle in life. Some construction workers remembered being in a
women's shelter as children. He said, "Sometimes people would come and give me money
and say, 'Well, yeah, I come from a shelter because my mother, when I was young, had to
split.'”
WSA received a donation from the Quilters and Patch workers of New England’s annual
raffle. They were disappointed with the amount which was lower than usual due to the
exhibition being cancelled due to COVID-19 but we were thrilled at the result and every cent
went toward a safe and happy Christmas for needy families.
Generous donations like these make a huge difference to a wide number of people when they
need it most.
WOMEN’S GROUP CHRISTMAS BAGS.
The Women’s Group has three enthusiastic volunteers and is growing.
This group is for women who are isolated and marginalized for any reason. Together
participants build friendships and learn skills while having fun. Activities this year have
included Nepalese cooking, printing tea towels via “Spoonflower”, felting, and making
Christmas bags (see below). Finally, they made pillows and macramé Christmas gifts.
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Women cutting out Christmas bags that can be used as gifts or
as wrapping.

A finished Christmas bag.

Above: A women’s group member (and an assistant). with a newly made pillow.

FOOD INSECURITY.
Every week the staff at WSA grapple with an
issue little known to the general public. This
isn’t domestic and family violence, it is food
insecurity.
“individuals or households having limited or
uncertain physical, social or economic access
to sufficient, safe, nutritious and culturally
relevant food”.
The United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organisation

It seems amazing that in a country as wealthy as Australia that anyone should be hungry.
The truth is this is not just a third world problem; there are a lot of hungry people here.
Another fact is that food insecurity affects women at a higher rate than men. This situation
is destined to grow worse as COVID-19 related impacts on the economy deepen.
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From the Food Bank’s report “Hunger in Australia”

WSA has robust procedures in place to ensure all clients have food. To help achieve this
goal we have worked closely with other services including the Armidale Youth Refuge and
the Armidale Neighbourhood Center and we have the wonderful support from Embrace.
EMBRACE
A very special group of volunteers are the Embrace group.
REPORT FROM EMBRACE MEMBERS
EMBRACE is an organisation from St Mark’s UNE Church, whose purpose is to share God’s
love with vulnerable women and their families in Armidale by providing practical support
and friendship.
Our church community is very supportive of our work with WSA, and so we have a constant
inflow of prayer, furniture, linen, kitchenware, and essential household items which we then
deliver to clients when the Shelter requests. At the beginning of each school term we donate
and deliver groceries to help with running costs.
During COVID-19, EMBRACE did extra shopping trips and collected
and delivered firewood to households nominated by the Shelter.
We fundraise for the Shelter, have a member on the Management
Committee, and a member attending the women’s group on a regular
basis.
The members of EMBRACE and the wider church community feel that
we have a significant practical impact on the lives of the women and
families we help. We love working with the professional and caring
staff of the Shelter and greatly appreciate the opportunity that the
WSA provides for us to serve others in this way.

The EMBRACE Team.
Embrace has made WSA’s work easier and more effective and we are extremely grateful for
the support and enthusiasm of the Embrace members.
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We should never underestimate the impact something as seemly simple as a load of
groceries can have.
RAPID RELIEF

In 2019 WSA partnered with Rapid Relief to distribute their wonderful family food boxes.
The small box feeds one person for a day and the large box can feed a family for a day or
two. These easily stored boxes of non-perishables are a great resource for families in
immediate crisis. They are especially useful for women traveling to escape violence.
Partnerships like the Rapid Relief Team and Embrace allow WSA to make an enduring
contribution to the welfare of food insecure women and children in the Armidale region.
LACY’S STORY.
When Lacy was referred to WSA staff
quickly identified domestic violence as the
main issue wreaking havoc in her life. The
violence and coercion contributed to the
mental health issue that brought Lacy into
contact with the health system. Matters
were further complicated by Lacy’s
physical disability. Lacy’s social worker
advocated strongly for Lacy to leave the
relationship immediately for her own
safety.

and felt this outlet would help fill the
empty spaces in her heart.
WSA staff undertook careful
planning for both Lacy and staff.

safety

Later in the year Lacy was admitted to
hospital for treatment.

Lacy did not want to leave. She was very
clear. The relationship was the only
security she had. It may be scary, but it
was all she had ever known and all she
believed she could ever have.

When WSA staff visited Lacy in her
hospital bed she told them she had
decided she did not want to take legal
action, but she was ready to leave. WSA
staff worked with Lacy to make a case
plan and revised her safety plan. Everyone
was aware that a woman’s risk increases
when she leaves a violent relationship.

Courageously Lacy did decide to come to
the Women’s Group. She was a creative
person with a great enjoyment of crafts

WSA swung into action to secure
accommodation. Lacy had complex
physical and mental health issues and
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financial difficulties including not having
her own finances.

•
•

As Lacy’s home situation deteriorated she
entered the shelter.

•

WSA worked closely with multiple services
on issues including housing, physical and
health needs, legal issues and law
enforcement.

•
•
•

It was wonderful to see Lacy blossom. For
example, she lit up with delight when she
visited op shops to find small decorations
for her room. She started exploring new
crafts and cooking.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lacy adjusted well to the changes in
service provision due to COVID-19.
During our work with Lacy WSA staff
provided a wide range of practical and
emotional supports including

Providing a mobile phone.
Help
to
access
Centrelink
payments and open a bank
account.
Working with police to recover of
her belongings.
Starting legal processes
in
conjunction with police.
Attending the WSA Shark Cage
Group.
Assistance to attend medical and
psychological appointments.
Undertaking the process of
formally ending her old tenancy.
Applying for housing.
Brokered removal costs.
Assistance furnishing a new home.
Appealing Centrelink decisions.
And
constant
case
plan
development as her situation
evolved.

Now Lacy lives independently and
happily in her own home.
Lacy recently fulfilled another dream that
was forbidden to her ….she has her much
longed for kitten.
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WSA INC DATA for 2019-20
In 2019-20 WSA Inc. provided:
• 383 clients with support
• 449 support periods and
• 149 of these support periods were for children
• 41646 days of support.
In the past year 92% of the service users had one support period and seven percent had two
support periods and 1% had more than two periods of support.
WSA had 13% of clients with brief engagement of under a week. 20% of clients were
engaged with WSA for between 6 to 13 weeks and 16 % engaged for 4 to 6 weeks. Clients
with high and complex needs and those in WSA/HN medium term housing engaged for up to
a year.
Couple
with
child(ren),
3.5%

Person
with
child(ren),
30.4%

Other
groups,
2.8%

63%

of service users were
women alone or with unrelated
persons*,

30% were women with children
3.5% were couples with or

Person
alone or
with
unrelated
persons,
63.3%

without children

1% were other
* Note: Women without accompanying children
may have children but WSA staff did not provide
services directly to the child.

REFERRAL PATHWAYS
WSA has strong connections to the local services and referrals flow in and out. We are also
well known in the community having been in operation for over 40 years and many of the
women we work with self-refer.
REFERRALS TO WSA.
In keeping with previous years, most clients were self-referred or referred by family and
friends (35%). The largest numbers of organisational referrals came from specialist
homelessness services (10%), social housing providers (7%, schools and other educational
institutions (6%), and child protection services (4%). The graph below shows the top 14
referral sources.
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REFERRALS FROM WSA
WSA staff work in a highly collaborative manner. We actively build connection in the service
system and link clients to appropriate services wherever possible. This year WSA made 297
referrals to other services and agencies and 542 cases where WSA both referred and
provided services. In these cases, WSA provides interim support in specialist areas until
external referrals are accepted. Examples of this would be providing budget preparation and
financial information in preparation for an appointment with a budget counselor. The graph
shows the most common needs that result in referrals.
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HOMELESSNESS STATUS
WSA supports women and children that are homeless or at risk of homelessness including
those just establishing tenancies. Because we are also a DFV service, having a house does
not mean the women and children are safe. In 2019-2020 most WSA clients were homeless
when they contacted us. This is a change from last year and this statistic is supported by the
increase in clients with longer term homelessness shown below.

43%

of clients were
housed and their housing
was threatened.
At risk , 43%

Homeless,
57%

57% of WSA clients were
homeless.

Of the homeless clients, most were recently homeless. The second largest group had been
homeless for between one and six months. This is a significant change from last year and
suggests an increase in women with longer term homelessness are accessing WSA in
increased numbers.
Over 5 years, Don't know,
1%
6%

1 year to 5
years, 10%

Less than 1
week , 38%
1 week to 1
month, 11%

6 months to
1 year, 13%
1 to 6 months , 21%
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38% less than one week
21% 1 month to 6 months
13% 6 months to a year
11% 1 week and 1 month
10% 1 to 5 years
6% do not know
1% more than 5 years

REASONS FOR SEEKING ASSISTANCE
The primary triggers for seeking support were domestic and family violence (21%), housing
crisis (14%) and inadequate dwellings (9%). This shows the impact of the domestic and
family violence and lack of affordable housing is having on the Armidale regional community
and the role DFV plays in women’s homelessness.
The leading secondary reasons were lack of family and community support (14%) and
financial difficulties (13%) and domestic and family violence (10%).

Main and Other Reasons for Seeking Assistance.
25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

% Main

% All

Under these figures is a complex story. For example, if we look closer at the subgroup that
identifies domestic violence as an issue, but not the main issue, there is a pattern where
women have used their own resources and successfully sought solutions to their issues.
However, over the longer term an additional challenge, such as financial demands, the
pressures of overcrowded living or a secondary family breakdown, lead to the client seeking
assistance.
Similar stories frequently underlie issues such as family breakdown or extreme financial
difficulty.
Poverty, directly and indirectly, plays a significant role in homelessness.
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MENTAL HEALTH.
In 2019-20 twenty nine
percent of adult clients
had a mental health
diagnosis.

Currently
receiving
services, 19%

Received
services in the
last 12
months, 10%

Received
services no
timeframe
reported, 59%

19% were currently
receiving treatment.

21% had received
treatment in the past

59% had either never

Received
services in the
past, 12%

received treatment or did
not know.

Mental health issues were not cited frequently as a primary (2%) or secondary (7%) reason
for seeking assistance. Nonetheless the mental health impacts of trauma and homelessness
are frequently a complicating factor in a range of difficulties from family relationship
breakdown, often attributed to problematic drug and alcohol use.
ACCOMMODATION
The Shelter provides crisis accommodation for up to 5 families in the Shelter. Any overflow
is accommodated in brokered accommodation. The duration of accommodation provided
varied widely from 1 day to 29 weeks, with the average stay duration of 3 weeks
In 2019-20

2679

118

Bed-nights of short
term or emergency
accommodation
provided

Women and
children were
accommodated

35%

40%

15%

13%

of those in emergency
accommodation were
children

Were 12 to 14 years
old

were under 5
years old

were under 2 years
old.
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ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER CLIENTS
WSA Inc. exceeded the contracted service provision
target of 30% Aboriginal clients. The number of
Aboriginal clients in 2019-20 was 55%, consistent
with data from previous years.
The 2016 census places the Aboriginal population for
the Armidale Regional LGA as 7%. Yet Aboriginal
women are consistently 55% of WSA service users.
This statistic highlights the degree of housing
disadvantage and poverty impacting this group.
SERVICES PROVIDED
WSA Inc. provides case management for our clients. Each plan is client centred and covers a
wide range of needs. The top 15 most frequently provided kinds of assistance, shown in the
table below, are practical and address the core issues of homelessness.
Type of assistance
Other basic assistance*
Advice/information
Advocacy/liaison on behalf of client
Meals
Transport
Living skills/personal development

%
94%
64%
38%
34%
33%
21%

Emergency accommodation
Material aid/brokerage
Recreation
Family/relationship assistance

20%
16%
14%
13%
7%
7%
6%

Financial information
Educational assistance
Retrieval/storage/removal of personal
belongings
Assistance for family/domestic violence – victim
support services

6%

Childcare
*This category includes Other support that is not specialised and is not listed in other categories and includes a wide range of
practical assistance and including finding resources, locating information, notes, letter writing and non-specialist emotional
support.

In addition, WSA support staff provide a wide range of referrals to clients for services
ranging from material aid (9% of support periods) and long-term housing (8%) and including
referral to specialist services including child protection and Centrelink and Budget
counselling.
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SARAH’S STORY
We first met Sarah was in early 2019
when she went to the police for help. Her
husband had assaulted her, and Sarah was
extremely shaken and visibly upset.
Because the Women’s Shelter was already
full WSA staff provided accommodation in
a local motel for the weekend and
ensured she was safe. The after-hours on
call worker continued to check in with
Sarah over the weekend to ensure she felt
supported and safe. On Monday Sarah
decided she was not ready to leave and
returned to her home and her husband.

A dream without a plan will stay just a
dream, so Sarah and WSA staff got busy
planning actions to turn that dream into
reality.
With WSA support, Sarah undertook the
tasks needed to establish financial
independence.
She
changed
her
Centrelink payments, dealt with bank
issues and gained a Victims Services
payment to assist with the financial cost
of relocating.
Sarah after many years was finally able to
hand her keys in to her property and feel
the sense of freedom and self-efficacy
that flowed from that simple action.

In early 2020 Sarah contacted WSA again
after a domestic violence altercation.
Sarah had an active plan to harm herself.
So, WSA staff supported her to get urgent
mental health intervention. Once again,
after her immediate mental health issues
were addressed Sarah discontinued
contact with WSA staff.
Next time we met Sarah she was in
hospital. This time Sarah said she was
ready to leave her husband for good.
When Sarah was discharged, she moved
into the Women’s Shelter to ensure her
initial safety. WSA staff worked closely
with Sarah to develop a safety plan and a
case plan. WSA supported Sarah to
terminate her existing tenancy and
referred her to legal support. This
empowered Sarah to notify her husband
of her intention to leave the relationship
and the property.

Sarah has relocated to another area and
reconnected with her family.
On her exit WSA linked Sarah was linked
to services in her new area so she can
continue to get the support she will need
as she rebuilds her life.
Sarah told her worker “If it wasn’t for you
ladies at the shelter, I would still be stuck
in the house with him. I could never thank
you enough and will forever be grateful
for your assistance.”

Next Sarah started working toward her
dream. As often happens in domestic
violence Sarah had been isolated from her
family and friends; now she wanted to
reconnect and rebuild those relationships.
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FINANCIAL REPORT.
WSA is committed to achieving and maintaining a financially sound and well managed
organisation.
That we have achieved this is certified by our annual audit which was undertaken by Roberts
and Morrow Chartered Accountants. All WSA's financial documentation, control and audit
requirements related to government funds have been fulfilled.
Working in conjunction with our Manager and Finance and IT worker, the Treasurer and
Management Committee receives regular financial reports and maintains budgetary
oversight. Our process of regularly reviewing the strategic plan, annual plan and linking
these to budget has ensured that we can achieve our goals and remain within budget and
make the best possible use of our financial resources.
Note: Complete copies of WSA Inc. financial reports are available on request.

AUDITOR’S DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

Under s60.40 of the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission Act 2012 to Womens
Shelter Armidale;
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30 June 2020
there have been no contraventions of:
(i) the auditor independence requirements of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission Act 2012; and
(ii) any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.
Roberts & Morrow audit Services Pty Ltd
Authorised Audit Company Number 517597

Michelle Paull
Director
Dated: 16 October 2020
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 201 9
STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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COMMITTEES’ DECLARATION

For the year ended 30 June 2020
In accordance with a resolution of the committee of Womens Shelter Armidale, the committee
members declare that:
1. The attached financial statements and notes:
(a) have been prepared in accordance with the Associations Incorporation Act (NSW)
2009;
(b) satisfy the requirements of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission
Act 2012;
(c) comply with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements;
(d) give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 30 June 2020 and performance
for the year ending on that date;
2. There are reasonable grounds to believe that Womens Shelter Armidale will be able to pay its
debts as and when they become due and payable.
In arriving at their decision in point two above the committee have taken into account the
information contained in Note 2(l) Future Viability.

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the committee:
President: Juliet Kaberry
Treasurer: Rebekah Garrett
Dated: 16 October 2020
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WOMEN’S SHELTER ARMIDALE INC IS FUNDED THROUGH NEW SOUTH WALES
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITIES AND JUSTICE.

WOMEN’S SHELTER ARMIDALE INC IS A REGISTERED CHARITY.
Donations to WSA Inc are tax deductable.
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